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NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLiteratureLabÂ® does not come packaged

with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLiteratureLab, search

for: 0134047699 / 9780134047690Â  The Literature Collection Plus MyLiteratureLab - Access Card

Package  Package consists of:  0133931269 / 9780133931266Â  MyLiteratureLab without Pearson

eText - Access Card 0321971663 / 9780321971661 Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry,

Drama, and Writing  MyLiteratureLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased

when required by an instructor. Â   For introductory courses in Literature.    Cultivate a Love of

Literatureâ€¦ X.J. Kennedy & Dana Gioia developed  Literature: An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry,

Drama, and Writing, Thirteenth Edition with two major goals in mind: to introduce college students to

the appreciation and experience of literature in its major forms and to develop the studentâ€™s

ability to think critically and communicate effectively through writing.Â  The book is built on the

assumption that great literature can enrich and enlarge the lives it touches. Both editors, literary

writers themselves, believe that textbooks should be not only informative and accurate but also

lively, accessible, and engaging.Â  Also Available with MyLiteratureLab Â® This title is also

available with MyLiteratureLab â€“ an online resource that works with our literature anthologies to

provide engaging experiences to instructors and students.Â Students can access new content that

fosters an understanding of literary elements, which provides a foundation for stimulating class

discussions. This simple and powerful tool offers state-of-the-art audio and video resources along

with practical tools and flexible assessment. The Literature CollectionÂ eText within

MyLiteratureLabÂ includes more than 700 selections and valuable multimedia resourcesâ€“including

professional performances, biographies of key authors, contextual videos, and interactive student

papersâ€“that bring literature to life.  Â 
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X. J. Kennedy , after graduation from Seton Hall and Columbia, became a journalist second class in

the Navy (â€œActually, I was pretty eighth classâ€•). His poems, some published in the New Yorker,

were first collected in Nude Descending a Staircase (1961). Since then he has written six more

collections, several widely adopted literature and writing textbooks, and seventeen books for

children, including two novels. He has taught at Michigan, North Carolina (Greensboro), California

(Irvine), Wellesley, Tufts, and Leeds. Cited in Bartlettâ€™s Familiar Quotations and reprinted in

some 200 anthologies, his verse has brought him a Guggenheim fellowship, a Lamont Award, a Los

Angeles Times Book Prize, an award from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters,

an Aiken-Taylor prize, the Robert Frost Medal of the Poetry Society of America, and the Award for

Poetry for Children from the National Council of Teachers of English. He now lives in Lexington,

Massachusetts, where he and his wife Dorothy have collaborated on four books and five children. 

Â   Dana Gioia is a poet, critic, and teacher. He wasÂ appointed as California Poet LaureateÂ for a

two-year term. Born in Los Angeles of Italian and Mexican ancestry, he attended Stanford and

Harvard before taking a detour into business. After years of writing and reading late in the evenings

after work, he quit a corporate vice presidency to write. He has published four collections of poetry,

Daily Horoscope (1986), The Gods of Winter (1991), Interrogations at Noon (2001), which won the

American Book Award, and Pity the Beautiful (2012); and three critical volumes, including Can

Poetry Matter? (1992), an influential study of poetryâ€™s place in contemporary America. Gioia has

taught at Johns Hopkins, Sarah Lawrence, Wesleyan (Connecticut), Mercer, and Colorado College.

From 2003-2009 he served as the Chairman of the National Endowments for the Arts. At the NEA

he created the largest literary programs in federal history, including Shakespeare in American

Communities and Poetry Out Loud, the national high school poetry recitation contest. He also led

the campaign to restore active literary reading by creating The Big Read, which helped reverse a

quarter century of decline in U.S. reading. He is currently the Judge Widney Professor of Poetry and

Public Culture at the University of Southern California.

It's the best anthology I've seen in 50 years. It has detailed explanations of all the literary areas it

covers, and sample student essays which greatly help freshmen transitioning from high school to



college. The 13th edition is a slight but not a significant improvement. I have bought several copies

to lend to students still waiting for theirs to arrive. Be sure to get the portable edition, which divides

the heavy hard cover book into four paperback books which will save your arm by carrying far less

weight to the classroom. These editors make it easy to learn and easy to teach Freshman English,

which I have done for ten years. Rental is cheaper, but this is a book you will want to keep.

This textbook gives deep coverage to the areas of short fiction, drama, and poetry. It contains an

astounding amount of information. There are quite a number of full stories, poems, and

plays--although I have not counted, I would say that the number could be approaching 1000.The

authors have done a great job in selecting writings to illustrate concepts. All of the selected writings

are good, in the objective sense--they contain deep meaning. Of course, personal taste is

subjective, and my experience was that some of the writings were thoroughly enjoyable, and none

were quite intolerable.There are also questions after pieces of literature to help the reader achieve

more insight than they might of their own devices, small sections that offer tips on writing, light

biographies and case studies of various authors. Throughout the course I have made lists of various

authors I found to be particularly interesting, for further reading on my own time.This singular

textbook was, for the purpose of my class, equivalent to a boxed set which contains each of the

treated topics in a separate book. The page numbers corresponded exactly to those of the books in

the boxed set. I saved a good bit of money in purchasing this, and I much prefer a single textbook to

a clumsy boxed set.I like this textbook enough that now that my class is done, I am still considering

whether to keep it for independent learning or sell it to recoup some of the cost.

I was required to have the 5th edition of this book for one of my education classes. I didn't want to

buy it though, so I checked THIS edition out of the library. After reading it I realized I actually did

want to buy it, because it has a lot of book lists and recommendations that I thought would be useful

for my future teaching library. However, a 6th edition of this book was recently released, so I didn't

want to buy the 5th edition for $80 when I KNEW that soon it would be worth almost nothing, so I

bought this edition instead because it was less than $4!Also, I checked the page numbers up to the

ones my professor cited for certain chapters, and the difference is very minimal. About 5-6 page

difference. I also had no trouble finding the information my professor expected me to know, as

everything that she was going off of in the 5th edition is also in this edition. I imagine the only real

difference is that the newer editions have more up-to date book lists.I would recommend this book

to anyone in the teaching profession though because it has SO many book recommendations and



very useful information in general.

Definitely agree with other reviews - the choice of paper is terrible. The pages are made of

bible-style pages, almost thinner in my opinion. They will rip very easily so do be careful flipping

pages. Much like bible pages, the pages in this book are see-through onto the back side and next

page as well. I suggest inserting a white piece of computer paper behind the page you are reading if

you find it irritating to have words bleeding through. The book is fine though you might want to save

yourself some cash in buying this book - about 3/4th of the content of the book are public domain

books that you can download via  Kindle for free.

Brand new book and it's actually relatively cheap, compared to some other sites and my school. I

thought the fiction and drama parts were actually really entertaining, for being something that I had

to read for school. Personally, I wasn't a big fan of the poetry part; however, they had a giant variety

of poets, including my favorite, so it's forgivable and I think that if you like poetry, then you'd like that

section. I haven't read the writing section because my teacher didn't have us read that, but if it's like

the rest of the sections, then it's got to be great!

I bought this book for college, same ISBN number as the one i would have bought at school. One, i

thought it was a book and not printed out three ring punched paper. Two, very rarely i have the

same story's on the same page number, most of the time i don't have the same stories on the same

pages as my class, therefore i cannot find the stories not even in the index?? Not working out for

me.

The poetry and dreams sections are worth buying themselves. The first book is good and the writing

section is helpful. But there so many great poems and plays in this book!

Good book, easy to read, very bulky and the pages are super thin, easy to tear.
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